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The Fenix BC05R is a rear bicycle lamp with a lightweight compact design, equipped with an integrated battery charged
via a USB-C port and a clip for attaching to a belt, backpack or headband. The BC05R is the first model of the rear
bicycle lamp in the Fenix range, which can also be used as a warning light for all outdoor activities after dark. What
distinguishes the Fenix BC50R from other models on the market from the very beginning is its compact size and minimal
weight (only 19 g). The lamp is the same size as a standard AA finger, while having a 20% less weight. The device has
IP66 protection class, which means that it is resistant to rain, dust, small solids, total immersion in water and a fall from 1
m. All light parameters and flashlight strength are in accordance with ANSI / PLATO FL1 standards. Battery and
charging Fenix BC05R is powered by an integrated lithium polymer battery with a capacity of 240 mAh. Charging takes
place via a convenient and fast USB-C port. It takes just 1.5 hours to fully charge the battery and provides energy for 72
hours of continuous lighting or a month of work 2 hours a day. To fully manage energy supply BC05R has a LED
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battery level indicator and a notification informing about its low level. Battery indicator notifications:
solid green -
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battery charged (100-71%) â€¢ steady orange - medium battery level (70-41%) â€¢ steady red light - low battery (40-11%)
â€¢ flashing red light - battery discharged (10-1%). Light modes The lamp emits red light with a maximum stream of 10
lumens, visible from a distance of over 200 m. This light parameter ensures our safety both in urban traffic and outside
agglomerations, where visibility is particularly important. The user has a choice of four modes: low constant â€¢??slow
flashingâ€¢?? high constant â€¢??fast flashing. The light is operated with one enlarged button that is responsible for
switching on / off, checking the battery level and changing the light modes. Assembly The lamp has a very simple,
convenient and solid mounting system, in the form of a flexible silicone buckle that does not require the use of any tools.
The size of the clamp can be adjusted to most bicycle seatposts (20-35 mm). The set also includes an additional clip
that allows you to attach the lamp to your belt, backpack, headband, etc. and use it as a warning lamp in various forms
of outdoor activity after dark, e.g. jogging, walking or camping. Technical specifications â€¢ Red colour â€¢ number of
modes: 4 â€¢ maximum luminous flux: 10 lumens â€¢ maximum range: 200 m â€¢ maximum working time: 72 hours â€¢
tightness class: IP66 â€¢ power supply: 240 mAh battery â€¢ charging: via USB-C port â€¢ height: 51 mm â€¢ width: 21 mm
weight: 19 g In the set: flashlight, silicone clamp, clip, USB charging cable Warranty 24 months
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